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ABSTRACT 

 
Cut-off grade is one of the very important technical and economic parameters, which affects the economic 
and social efficiency in a mine enterprise. It is also the basis of the deposits technical economy evaluation, 
feasibility study, mining planning and design and the foundation of the decision-making in mining 
investment. Thereby, cut-off grade optimization is one of the core contents and therefore the key parameter 
in mine mining, management and decision. The optimized determination of cut-off grade in mine mining 
involves complex analysis and scientific calculation, which is tightly related to economic management, ore 
dressing, mining, geology, applied mathematics and computer knowledge subjects. In this paper, we 
modeled the cut-off grade optimization problem as a multistage stochastic programming issue. In the 
proposed stochastic programming model, each ore grade in a given ore body is a random variable following 
a distribution. And a mathematical model for selecting an optimum cut-off grade function was constructed, 
which aimed at the maximization of total present value of an open pit. Experimental results show that the 
proposed algorithm for cut-off grade optimization is efficiency. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
 

In the open-pit mining project of ore deposits, 
grade is the percentage of useful ore elements or 
compounds in the ore body. Cut-off grade or 
marginal grade is the ore grade when marginal cost 
is equal to the marginal benefit. Cut-off grade is 
one of the very important technical and economic 
parameters which affect the economic efficiency 
and the social efficiency in a mine enterprise. It is 
also the basis of the deposits technical economy 
evaluation, feasibility study, mining planning and 
design and also the foundation of the decision-
making in mining investment. Thereby, cut-off 
grade optimization is one of the core contents and 
therefore the key parameter in mine mining, 
management and decision. The optimized 
determination of cut-off grade in mine mining 
involves complex analysis and scientific calculation, 
which is tightly related to economic management, 
ore dressing, mining, geology, applied mathematics 
and computer knowledge subjects. Taylor[1, 2] 
presents one of the best definitions of cut-off grade. 
He defined cut-off grade as “any grade that, for any 
specific reason, is used to separate two courses of 
action, e.g. to mine or to leave, to mill or to dump”. 

In open-pit mines, ores in general are defined 
operationally by a cut-off grade. Material with a 
mineral content above the cut-off is scheduled for 
further processing. Other materials are left, or 
dumped as waste. Depending upon the mining 
method, waste is either left in situ or sent to the 
waste dumps, whereas ore is sent to the treatment 
plant for further processing and eventual sale. 

An essential preliminary to an analysis of cut-off 
grade strategy is an examination of net present 
value (NPV) maximization. There are many 
approaches for the determination of cut-off grades. 
But most of the research that has been done in the 
last three decades shows that determination of cut-
off grades with the objective of maximizing Net 
Present Value (NPV) is the most acceptable method, 
which is based on a finite resource. Most of these 
works have been done to devote to the cut-off grade 
determination in 1980’s and 1990’s. In the-state-of-
art literatures, many researchers developed methods 
and algorithms with different focuses and merits. 
Bascetin [3] proposed a new method to make the 
determination of a cut-off grade strategy based on 
Lane’s algorithm adding an optimization factor 
based on the generalized reduced gradient  
algorithm to maximize the project’s NPV. Osanloo 
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[4] used an equivalent grade factor to find optimum 
cut-off grade of multiple metal deposits.  First, the 
objective function is defined for multiple metal 
deposits and then objective function is converted to 
one variable function by using equivalent factors. 
The optimum equivalent cut-off grade of main 
metal can be found by the optimization techniques 
such as the Lane algorithm or elimination methods. 
At final step, the optimum cut-off grades will be 
determined by interpolation of grade-tonnage 
distribution of deposit. Osanloo [5] proposed a 
heuristic modern approach for cut-off  grade 
optimization, which not only maximizes the 
profitability of projects, but also minimizes the 
adverse environmental impacts of the project 
simultaneously. 

Until now, the optimized cut-off grade 
determination is still an unsolved problem. There 
are some aspects must be considered in solving this 
problem: 1) the cut-off grade is changeable with 
respect to time; 2) the cut-off grade distribution is 
different in the different given ore-body; and 3) the 
cut-off grade is stochastic and uncertain nature. But 
in the most previous work [3-9], the cut-off grade is 
determined by maximizing the NPV in a 
determinate context. In the real world, the 
maximum of NPV is not often practicable and to 
maximize the expectation of NPV is a good choose. 

In this paper, we proposed a multistage 
stochastic programming based method for 
optimizing cut-off grade in open-pit mines that can 
get the optimum cut-off grade in a stochastic 
context. 

 
2. TECHNICAL BACKGROUNDS  
 

2.1 Stochastic Programming 
Stochastic programming is a framework for 

modeling optimization problems that involve 
uncertainty [10-14]. Whereas the deterministic 
optimization problems are formulated with known 
parameters, real world problems almost invariably 
include some unknown parameters. When the 
parameters are known only within certain bounds, 
one approach to tackling such problems is called 
robust optimization. Here the goal is to find a 
solution which is feasible for all such data and 
optimal in some sense. Stochastic programming 
models are similar in style but take advantage of the 
fact that probability distributions governing the data 
are known or can be estimated. The goal here is to 
find some policy that is feasible for all (or almost 
all) the possible data instances and maximizes the 
expectation of some function of the decisions and 
the random variables. More generally, such models 

are formulated, solved analytically or numerically, 
and analyzed in order to provide useful information 
to a decision-maker.  

As an example, consider two-stage linear 
stochastic programs. Here the decision maker takes 
some action in the first stage, after which a random 
event occurs affecting the outcome of the first-stage 
decision. A recourse decision can then be made in 
the second stage that compensates for any bad 
effects that might have been experienced as a result 
of the first-stage decision. The optimal policy from 
such a model is a single first-stage policy and a 
collection of recourse decisions (a decision rule) 
defining which second-stage action should be taken 
in response to each random outcome. Stochastic 
programming has applications in a broad range of 
areas ranging from finance to transportation to 
energy optimization. 

2.2 Multistage stochastic programming  
Stochastic programming is a mathematical 

program where some of data incorporated into the 
objective or constraints is uncertain. A 
mathematical program can be shown as follow: 

min ( )
. . g .i

f x
s t x i m≤

　

　　( ) 0, =1, . . . ,
                  (1) 

If we introduce stochastic variable ξ̂  into Eq. (1)

, where ( )ˆ , ,F Pξ ∈ Ω , then the problem turns into a 
stochastic problem, 
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where ( ) md Rξ ∈ , ( ) mT Rξ ∈  and Ξ  is the 
distribution of ξ . 

The two-stage stochastic programming models 
can be naturally extended to a multistage setting, 
and can be formulated as, 

( )1 1 2 1

1 1 1

1

min
. .

0,

c x Q x
s t W x h

x

+
=
≥

                        (7) 
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where ( )1   0,  for all N N NQ x x+ = . 
Through the equivalent substitution and 

derivation, stochastic programming problem is 
equivalent to a deterministic mathematical 
programming. In practice, we cannot reach its 
equivalent deterministic programming forms in 
most cases. Stochastic programming has its own 
theory and solution methods. Stochastic 
programming solving methods, which often used in 
the literatures, include such as random quasi 
gradient method, the sample mean value method, 
interior point method, solving compensation 
stochastic programming problems in type Newton 
algorithm etc. 

 
3. ALGORITHM AND  ITS APPLICATION  
 
3.1 Cut-Off Grade Optimization Under NPV 

Maximum 
For an operating mine, there are typically three 

stages of production:  

 The mining stage, where units of various 
grade are extracted up to some capacity; 

 The treatment stage, where ore is milled 
and concentrated, again up to some capacity 
constraint; 

 The refining stage, where the concentrate 
is smelted and/or refined to a final product which is 
shipped and sold. 

The latest stage is also subject to capacity 
constraints. For simplicity, assume a two-metal 
deposit. In this deposit, ore is sent to a concentrator 
and the concentrator will produce two concentrates. 
Each concentrate for smelting and finally refining is 
sent to a refinery plant. Each stage has its own 
associated costs and a limiting capacity. The 

operation as a whole will incur continuing fixed 
cost. The notations of the mining operation in a two 
metal deposit are shown in table 1. By considering 
costs and revenues in this operation, the profit is 
determined by using the following equation: 

1 1 1 2 2 2( ) ( ) ,r r m cP s r Q s r Q mQ cQ fT= − + − − − −   
(10) 

where m  is the mining cost ($/tone of material 
mined), c  is the concentrating cost ($/tone of 
material concentrated), 1r  is the refinery cost 
($/unit of product 1), 2r  is the refinery cost ($/unit 
of product 2), f  is the fixed cost, 1s  is the selling 
price($/unit of product 1), 2s  is the selling price 
($/unit of product 2), T  is the length of the 
production period to be considered, mQ  is the 
quantity of material to be mined, cQ  is the quantity 
of material to be concentrated, 1rQ  is the amount of 
product 1 actually produced over this production 
period, 2rQ  is the amount of product 2 actually 
produced over this production period. 
 

Table 1: Notations Of The Mining Operation In A 
Deposit 

Stage Capacity Symbol Cost Symbol 

Mine M  m  

Concentrator C  c  

Refinery of metal 1 1R  1r  

Refinery of metal 2 2R  2r  

 
If d  is the discount rate, the difference v  

between the present values of the remaining 
reserves at time 0t =  and t T=  is, 

,v P VdT= −                              (11) 
where V  is the present values at time 0t = . 
Substituting Eq. (10) into Eq. (11) yields 

1 1 1 2 2 2( ) ( )
( ) .

r r

m c

v s r Q s r Q
mQ cQ f Vd T

= − + −
− − − +

              (12) 

The quantities of refined metals 1rQ  and 2rQ  are 
related to that sent from the mine to concentrator 
( cQ ), therefore, 

1 1 1 ,r cQ g y Q=                          (13) 

2 2 2 ,r cQ g y Q=                        (14) 
where 1g  is the average grade of metal 1 sent for 
concentration, 2g  is the average grade of metal 2 
sent for concentration, 1y  is the recovery rate. 

According to Eq. (12), (13) and (14), we get 
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1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2

1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2

( ) ( )
( )

[( ) ( ) ]
( ) .

c c

c m

c

m

v s r g y Q s r g y Q
cQ mQ f Vd T

s r g y s r g y c Q
mQ f Vd T

= − + −
− − − +

   = − + − −
− − +

      (15) 

We would now like to schedule the mining in 
such a way that the decline in remaining present 
value takes place as rapidly as possible. This is 
because later profits get discounted more than those 
captured earlier, so the value of v  should be 
maximized. Eq. (15) is the fundamental formula 
and all the cut-off grade optimum can be developed 
from it. The time taken T  is related to the 
constraint capacity. Four cases arise depending 
upon which of the four capacities are actually 
limiting factors. Limiting economic cut-off grades 
may be limited individually by mining, milling 
facilities (crusinging and concentrator plants, etc.) 
or marketing throughputs.  

If mining throughput or the mining rate is the 
governing limitations, then the time T  is given by: 

/ .mT Q M=                           (16) 
If milling throughout or the concentrator rate is 

the governing limitation, then the time T  is 
controlled by the concentrator: 

/ .cT Q C=                              (17) 
If the refinery output of metal 1 is the limiting 

factor the time T  is controlled by the refinery of 
metal 1: 

1 1 1 1 1/ /r cT Q R g y Q R= =      (18) 

If the refinery output of metal 2 is the limiting 
factor and the time T  is controlled by the refinery 
of metal 2: 

2 2 2 2 2/ /r cT Q R g y Q R= =             (19) 
Substituting Eq. (16), (17), (18) and (19) into Eq. 

(15), we can get: 

1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2[( ) ( ) ] ( ) ,Vd f
m c mMv s r g y s r g y c Q m Q+= − + − − − +  (20) 

1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2( ) ( ) ( ) ,Vd f
c c mCv s r g y s r g y c Q mQ+ = − + − − + −   (21) 

11 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2( ) ( ) ) ,f Vd
r c mRv s r g y s r g y c Q mQ+ = − − + − − −    (22) 

22 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2( ) ( ) ) .f Vd
r c mRv s r g y s r g y c Q mQ+ = − + − − − −     (23) 

Then for any pair of cut-off grades, it is possible 
to calculate the corresponding mV , cV , 1rV , 2rV . The 
controlling capacity is always the one 
corresponding to the least of these four equations. 
Therefore: 

{ } 1 2max max[min( , , , )]e m c r rv v v v v=        (24) 

From the above formulae, we can see if the 
present value V  is obtained, the optimization cut-
off grades *

1g of metal 1 and *
2g of metal 2 are 

determined. But, before we get *
1g  and *

2g  we 
cannot compute the net present value V . To solve 
this problem, we suppose an initial value of 0V , and 
then use 0V  to optimize the cut-off grades *

1g  and 
*
2g . After the optimal cut-off grades are gotten, we 

can use the new cut-off grades to get the new net 
present value. We will do this iteration until we get 
the optimal cut-off grades. 

 
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 
Based on the above discussed cut-off grade 

optimization model and solving methods, we 
optimized the cut-off grade in an open-pit mine in 
China, which is a very famous large enterprise, 
located at the Luan chuan county in the city of 
Luoyang, Henan Province. The open pit mine now 
faces the following problems. First, the cut-off 
grade scheme was established according to the 
mining technique, milling technology and price of 
the concentrates in 2000s, but now whether the 
scheme is reasonable need to be studied. Second, 
the geological condition, mining and milling 
process technology, it is urgent to optimize cut-off 
grade in order to guide mining and milling 
production. 

In the open pit mine main technical parameters 
are shown in Table 3. All the parameters are 
obtained from the open pit enterprise in 2011. 

 
Table 2: Model Parameters For An Open Pit Mine  

In 2011 
# Operation component Unit Value 
1 Mining  variable cost yuan/ton 55.56 
2 Mining recovery rate  96.7% 
3 mining dilution rate  3.3% 
4 Proportion of ore m3 3.2 
5 proportion of waste ore  m3 2.9 
6 Stripping cost yuan/ton 21.21 
7 Price of concentrate metal 1 yuan/ton 244600  
8 Price of concentrate metal 2 yuan/ton 212300  
9 Treatment Cost yuan/ton 51.02  
10 Recovery rate of  metal 1  84% 
11 Recovery rate of  metal 2  67% 
12 Discount rate  8% 

13 Average stripping 
coefficient t/t 0.56 

14 Mining capacity ton/day 30000  
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According to the above multistage stochastic 
programming model and calculation method we get 
the simulation program to perform the optimization 
calculation. The hardware environment: desktop 
PC, Core i7 quad-core processor (i7 2600K), 8G 
memory; and the software environment for: 

Windows 764, python-2.7.2, Coopr_3.1.5409, 
pySP, eclipse+pyDev. 

Based on the above decision stage, we get the 
optimum cut-off grade, mining time, operation cost 
net income and net present value, which are shown 
in Table 3. 

 

Table 3: Economic Optimization Results By Using Muti-Stage Stochastic Programming Methods  

# 
Stag

e 

*
1g  

(Percentage
) 

*
2g  

(Percentage
) 

Minin
g time 
(Year) 

Total 
mines 

(t) 

Total 
Time 
(year

) 

Costs 
（yuan） 

Net income
（yuan） 

NPV 
(yuan) 

1 0.0311 0.0324 0.03 254029 0.03 1464358747 800582541 798736264 
2 0.0372 0.0354 0.98 9669839 0.23 11814302692 7401146178 7269812630 
3 0.0407 0.0349 0.39 3863399 0.62 22275845564 1458390189

8 
1390127410

5 
4 0.0485 0.0259 0.62 6132756 1.24 35359842142 2314671387

8 
2103609833

4 
5 0.0304 0.0412 0.84 8339775 2.08 48082309788 2932566155

8 
2497856273

2 
6 0.0339 0.0316 1.01 9972823 3.09 57490806053 3252141967

8 
2563418455

3 
7 0.0415 0.0330 1.33 1319909

9 
4.43 76102660202 4923528690

2 
3502390119

9 
8 0.0258 0.0417 1.41 1398583

9 
5.84 80627929872 4610337510

0 
2941728983

8 
9 0.0405 0.0351 1.78 1765307

7 
7.62 10178522831

7 
6658102968

4 
3703575824

2 
10 0.0235 0.0464 2.01 1986212

2 
9.63 11450980721

6 
6735340482

3 
3210502744

9 
11 0.0413 0.0235 2.24 2215109

6 
11.86 12769375295

7 
7267018592

8 
2915980590

0 
12 0.0367 0.0312 2.28 2261726

0 
14.15 13038881029

4 
7670486374

8 
2581619863

7 
13 0.0466 0.0307 2.49 2464608

5 
16.64 14211070839

7 
9599098155

3 
2667419164

4 
14 0.0317 0.0285 1.62 1601654

8 
18.26 92321936149 4806485887

4 
1179273251

7 
15 0.0327 0.0274 1.42 1409550

9 
19.68 81248606241 4233383891

4 
9308636275 

16 0.0349 0.0304 1.42 1409967
9 

21.10 81280761846 4594047687
9 

9052977869 

17 0.0412 0.0345 1.42 1405092
9 

22.52 81015953894 5315487948
6 

9390770700 

18 0.0401 0.0423 1.66 1644425
8 

24.19 94827872467 6719298349
3 

1044633517
5 

19 0.0373 0.0325 1.40 1385681
8 

25.58 79887587927 4823106553
3 

6732624179 

20 0.0471 0.0298 1.54 1520263
1 

27.12 87658548374 5898356366
4 

7315809040 

21 0.0398 0.0310 1.48 1465103
2 

28.60 84468113266 5196778543
8 

5751772118 

22 0.0321 0.0411 1.65 1635007
6 

30.25 94268022793 5892137421
1 

5743018723 

In addition, in the mining enterprises, cut-off grade 
is often a fixed economic and technical parameter. 
Therefore, the average of the optimum cut-off grade 
of each stage is taken as the final optimum cut-off 
grade in the mining enterprises. The cut-off grade 
of metal 1 is 0.0370%, and the cut-off grade of 

metal2 is 0.0337%. Table 3 also shows that, based 
on the proposed methods, the mine can produce 
about 30.25 years, cost 172668000000 yuan, and 
can gain net income 105721000000 yuan, which 
folded into the current net present value 
384386000000 yuan. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 
 
One of the most difficult problems in a mining 

operation is how to determine the optimum mineral 
cut-off grade over the lifespan of the mine, which 
will maximize the operation net present value 
(NPV), subject to different constraints. The 
determination of cut-off grade must take into 
account the dynamic characteristics of grade in time 
and space and the randomness of grade distribution. 
We formulated a new cut-off optimization model 
using stochastic programming to maximize the net 
present value function of a mineral enterprise, by 
taking into account the spatial and temporal 
characteristics in mining of the ore body, the 
randomness and uncertainty of grade distribution in 
different section, and production capacity of a 
mineral enterprise in an open-pit. And we also set 
up a new cut-off grade optimization model for a 
single mineral and a new cut-off grade optimization 
model for multiple minerals. This paper describes 
the process to determine the cut-off grade strategy 
used in a mining operation based on multistage 
stochastic programming recursively calculated for 
every production year, which dynamically adjusts 
the remaining reserves and thus the total life of the 
mine to maximize the project NPV. The benefits of 
the methodology are demonstrated using a 
hypothetical case study. The authors have observed 
an improvement of the total NPV using the general 
reduced gradient approach to iteratively calculate 
the optimization factor of every production year. 
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